
i will show you my technic
for assembling friul tracks

↘01
The content of a Friulmodel box: 2 bags of links and steel wire 

for the track pins. You will fi nd enough links and wire to as-
semble 2 tracks and still have a decent number of spare links. 
The track assembly begins with the assembly of sections of ca 
20 links each. This will ease handling at further stages. Before 

assembly you will need to do a tedious job: sanding each link 
so as to remove injection spots and moulding seams.
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The sections are then assembled together until the 
correct track length is obtained. Dry trials on the 
model will need to be made frequently at the end 
of assembly in order to have the adequate length 
(and sagging whenever required).

↘03
 The holes on the axles will have to be 

drilled using a very thin drill bit. 
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The track pins are cut to the correct length with the 
help of a guide made with a length of tube and plas-
tic card (leftovers will do nicely for that purpose).

↘05
Once you have obtained the desired track length, you 
can close the track using a longer than normal track 

pin. This will make removing the pin easier in order to 
fi ne tune the positioning of the track. The pins will be 

cut to the correct length once the track is fi nished.

↙06
Once you are happy with the track length you can 
glue the pins using CA glue.

↘07
 Once the glue has dried you can rub it using a 

scrubbing pad in order to improve its fi nish.

The end result :
a very realistic

looking track
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